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INTENTIONS
In the fields, they sang.
In the factories, they sang.
On the ships they sang.
To get going. To warm the muscles. To forget the pain and mock the masters.
To get the sun to shine, the rain to fall, the cold to go away.To tell the locusts to skip a year, the sea to
be good, the fish to come.To ask the gods to have mercy on us.
They sang and they worked and they sang. And now we look at little lights on screens in cubicles and
warehouses and we try to make some sense out of it. And some of us go back to the fields because
we need to, because we want to. The working force has changed, its songs have not : they have
mostly just vanished.
Brussels-based ensemble HYOID voices collaborates with french director Halory Goerger and
composer Marcela Lucatelli to create a piece that will use this extremely diverse (culturally and
historically) material, and confront it to new work environments and other aspirations. What song
resonates in the walls of "troll farms" in Brazil when they get presidents elected ? What do you sing
when nobody understands what your job is, or when you don’t have any ? What do sex workers
whistle ? What is the shanty of algorithms ?
We'd like to know those songs that family members didn't share, that distance and ignorance didn’t
allow us to even know of. Not to revive or toy around with them, but to understand their very essence.
Workers, farmers, sailors fought boredom and pain with those songs. Often simple in form, they are
the core of a forgotten heritage that carries values, sometimes down-to-earth and factual, sometimes
the support of pure propaganda. And also, they bear purely functional sounds, meaningless poetry
that nobody ever questioned. Which makes them fascinating when they’re out of context.
Why did the singing stop all of a sudden in the industrialized world ? We don't sing anymore in the
work environment. You sing with coworkers, not competitors. You come and work the field in August
when you're part of a community that shares land, experience, degrees of kinship, and has common
interests. You sung because you were enslaved. We do not believe this is gone for good, though
(community, and slavery).
You sing because the gestures are the same, because the sheer physicality of the work goes well with
it. Because it helps to coordinate activities that were once very dependent on craftsmanship. We do
not believe the need for this is gone either.

METHOD
We want to :
1. gather the material, study the context, constitute a database through pure historical research,
interviews with elders and specialists of that field.
2. explore past and present singing situations in real-worklife. A member of the group is learning
agriculture, has ties with sailors working on revived giant boats, and we intend to spend time in
warehouses to field-test some singing situations.
3. create and structure material out of those experiences, crafted through residencies and stagework.
We want to showcase great physicality in singing. Strong, energetic, and straightforward ensemble
work. And small, delicate, lonely vocal miniatures designed to push the format to its limits, and
explore treatments based on extended vocal techniques.
We want to associate with brasilian composer Marcela Lucatelli. We intend to avoid commissioned
work, and focus on engaging in a fruitful collaboration where text, music and stagework will be
worked on simultaneously. Each residency should be the support of a three-fold collaboration.
Singers and musicians are yet to be determined, but the core group should be a +/- seven person
crew.
Halory Goerger will stage the piece. He has been working with music in almost every piece he
wrote. After Four For, an homage to Morton Feldman, he has written and staged an opera in 2021,
Au coeur de l’océan.

Hyoid Voices is artist in residency at Muziekcentrum in Bijloke (Gand), and has collaborated
with Bernhard Lang (The Mirror Stage), Myriam Van Imschoot (newpolyphonies) and Jennifer
Walshe (A history of the voice).
Bravo Zoulou, Halory Goerger’s company, based in Lille (France) will provide the production
environment. HYOID voices will be associate producer. Together, we will be able to associate
different performing arts networks in Europe.
Most of the research should take place during 2022, and the stagework in April > June 2023.
Contacts have been made with Le Phénix Pole Européen de Création (Valenciennes, France),
Walpurgis (Belgium). La Pop (Paris), CDN Montreuil, CNCM Césaré and Vooruit (Ghent).
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